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We describe a presentation of the completion of the algebraic closure of the ring
of Witt vectors of an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. The construc-
tion uses ‘‘generalized power series in p’’ as constructed by Poonen, based on an
example of Lampert, and also makes use of an analogous construction of the
algebraic closure of a field of power series in positive characteristic.  2001 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper [4], we gave an explicit presentation of the algebraic
closure of the power series field over a field of characteristic p>0, in terms
of certain ‘‘generalized power series’’. The purpose of the present paper is
to extend this work to mixed characteristic. Specifically, we give an
analogous presentation of the p-adic completion of the algebraic closure of
the Witt ring W(K) of an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p. In
place of generalized power series, we use ‘‘generalized p-adic series’’ as
introduced by Poonen [7]. (Note: here and throughout, the ‘‘algebraic
closure’’ of a domain refers to the integral closure of the domain in the
algebraic closure of its fraction field. A domain is said to be algebraically
closed if it is equal to its algebraic closure, i.e., is integrally closed with
algebraically closed fraction field.)
Our approach is to relate the algebraic closure of W(K ) to the algebraic
closure of K[[t]] via the Witt ring of the latter. We first exhibit a surjec-
tion of W(K[[t]]) onto W(K )7 (the wedge denoting p-adic closure) in
which t maps to p. Using the results of [4], we then give explicit presentations
of W(K[[t]]) and of W(K )7.
Our approach makes use of two notions which occur in [4] but are
reintroduced below: generalized power series, described in Section 2, and
twist-recurrent sequences, described in Section 3.
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2. GENERALIZED POWER SERIES
In this section, we describe the construction of generalized power series
and their p-adic analogues; before doing so, however, let us briefly review
some of the history of these constructions, following the account given in
[7].
Generalized power series were first introduced by Hahn [2], and were
studied in terms of valuations by Krull [5]. (Nowadays rings of gene-
ralized power series are sometimes known as Mal’cevNeumann rings,
as these two authors independently extended the construction to non-
abelian value groups. We will not need that generalization in this paper.)
It was noted by Kaplansky [3] that his ‘‘maximal immediate extension’’ of
a valued field turns out to be a ring of generalized power series in the
equal characteristic case. The mixed-characteristic analogues of generalized
power series were introduced by Poonen [7], who showed that the ring
they form realizes Kaplansky’s maximal immediate extension in the mixed
characteristic case. Poonen’s construction was motivated by an example of
Lampert [6].
Let us now proceed to the constructions. For any ring R and any totally
ordered abelian group G (whose identity element we call 0), we define the
set R((tG)) of formal power series over R with value group G as the set of
functions x: G  R for which the set of i # G with xi {0 is well-ordered, that
is, contains no infinite decreasing subsequence; this set is called the support
of x. We will often write the element x as i xi ti, where t is the dummy
variable specified in the notation R((tG)). With this notation, R((tG)) begs
to be given the structure of a ring with the operations
:
i
xi t i+:
j
yj t j=:
k
(xk+ yk) tk
:
i
xi t i_:
j
yj t j =:
j \ :i+ j=k xi yj + t
k.
Fortunately, these definitions make sense, the former because the union of
two well-ordered sets is well-ordered, the latter because the set of sums of
elements of two well-ordered sets is well-ordered and because any such sum
can be so expressed in finitely many ways. (These are all easy consequences
of the no-infinite-decreasing-subsequence definition.)
The subring R[[tG]] of R((tG)) comprises those x whose support
consists entirely of nonnegative elements of G. Both of these rings carry
a natural t-adic valuation vt with values in G.
Proposition 1. Assume G is divisible. If K is an algebraically closed
field, then so is K((tG)).
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We give a proof using a transfinite version of Newton’s algorithm;
another proof can be found in [8], and a proof using the theory of
immediate extensions is sketched in [7].
Proof. We will establish that any nonconstant polynomial with coef-
ficients in K((tG)) has a root therein. This will first establish that K((tG))
is a field (by considering the polynomial P(x)=sx+1, we conclude that s
has a reciprocal) and then that K((tG)) is algebraically closed.
Associated to the polynomial P(x)=a0xn+a1xn&1+ } } } +an over
R((tG)) is its Newton polygon, the lower boundary of the convex hull of the
points (i, vt(ai)) for i=0, ..., n. The integers m such that (m, vt(am)) are ver-
tices of the Newton polygon are called the breakpoints, and the ratios
(vt(am1)&vt(am2))(m1&m2), where m1 , m2 are adjacent breakpoints, are
called the slopes of the Newton polygon (they exist because G is divisible).
We will eventually see that the valuations of the roots of P are the slopes
of the constituent segments of the Newton polygon, and keeping this in
mind will clarify the motivation of the following argument.
Now let P(x) be a fixed nonconstant polynomial over R((tG)), and let
|G be the smallest ordinal with cardinality greater than that of G. We show
that for ||G , there exist maps f| : |  G _ [] and g| : |  R such
that f| , g| and
r|= :
:<|, f|(:)<
g|(:) t f|(:)
satisfy the following conditions.
1. If |1<|2<|, then f|(|1) f|(|2), with equality only if
f|(|1)= f|(|2)=.
2. If f|(:)= for some :<|, then r| is a root of P(x). Otherwise,
the Newton polygon of the polynomial P(x&r|) has largest slope greater
than f|(:) for any :<|.
3. If |1<|2<|3 , then f|2(|1)= f|3(|1) and g|2(|1)= g|3(|1).
Since there is no injective map from |G to G, there exists some |<|G
such that f| includes  in its image, and so P(x) has the root r| in
R((tG)). In other words, will carry out a ‘‘transfinite Newton’s algorithm’’
and show that it converges to the root r| of P.
We prove the existence of the maps f| and g| for all ||1 by trans-
finite induction on |1 . The base case is vacuous, as the maps have empty
domain in this case. Also, the induction step is self-evident if |1 is a limit
ordinal, as we may use the third property to define f|1 and g|1 as the
‘‘limits’’ of the maps f| and g| for |<|1 . Thus we need only consider the
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case where |1 is a nonzero nonlimit ordinal; the only terms not con-
strained by the third condition are f|1(|1&1) and g|1(|1&1).
Define the polynomial Q(x)=P(x&r|1&1). If Q(0)=0, we may set
f|1(|1&1)= and we are done. Thus it suffices to show that if Q(0){0,
there exist r # R and s # G such that the largest slope of the Newton
polygon of Q(x&rts) is strictly greater than the largest slope of the
Newton polygon of Q(x). (We will then set f|1(|1&1)=s and g|1(|1&1)=r.)
Note that there is no loss of generality in assuming that the largest slope
of the Newton polygon of Q(x) is 0, as we may reduce to this case by
multiplying x by a suitable power of t.
To prove the latter claim, write Q(x)=a0xn+a1xn&1+ } } } +an with
a0 , an {0. We may assume that vt(an)=0 by multiplying Q(x) by a
suitable power of t. Let m be the largest breakpoint less than n, so that
vt(am)=0 as well. Since K is algebraically closed, the reduction of the
polynomial
A(x)=amxn&m+am+1 xn&m&1+ } } } +an
modulo positive powers of t factors completely over K. Let r be any root
of this polynomial, let q be the multiplicity of the root r, and put R(x)=
P(x&r). If we put R(x)= bi xn&i, then
bi=:
j
a i& j \n&i+ jj + r j.
From this description we can read off the Newton slopes of R(x). First
note that for any breakpoint im, the sum defining b i consists of ai plus
various terms of valuation strictly larger than that of ai . For i>m, we have
vt(bi)vt(bm), and the coefficient of tvt(bm) in bi is equal to the coefficient
of xi&m in A(x&r). In particular, we have vt(bn&q)=vt(bm) and
vt(bi)>vt(bm) for i>n&q. In short, the Newton slopes of R(x) less than
0 are the same as those of Q(x), the slope 0 occurs with multiplicity
n&m&q, and the remaining slopes are greater than 0. This completes the
proof of the claim and hence of the induction. K
We now proceed to the promised mixed-characteristic analogue. Given a
prime p, a complete discrete valuation ring R with maximal ideal generated
by p, and a totally ordered abelian group G equipped with a fixed embedding
of Z in G, the ring R(( pG)) of p-adic series over R with value group G
is the quotient of R((tG)) by the ideal consisting of those x for which
n=& xn+i p
n=0 for all i # G; the ring R[[ pG]] is defined as the
analogous quotient of R[[tG]]. In case RpR is perfect, we can choose
canonical representatives of elements of R(( pG)) in R((tG)), namely those
whose coefficients are all Teichmu ller elements of R. In any case, for each
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nonzero element of R(( pG)), we may choose a representative in R[[tG]]
whose lowest coefficient is nonzero; this gives an extension of the p-adic
valuation on R to R(( pG)).
Unsurprisingly, we have the following analogue of Proposition 1. The
proof of Proposition 1 given in [7] applies in mixed characteristic as well;
alternatively, one can adapt the proof given above simply by replacing t by
p everywhere it appears.
Proposition 2. Assume G is divisible. If R is an algebraically closed
field, then so is W(R)(( pG)).
3. TWIST-RECURRENT SEQUENCES
Throughout this section, let R be a p-adically complete and separated
ring whose residue ring is an algebraically closed field and in which p
generates a power of the maximal ideal, and let _: R  R and auto-
morphism of R inducing the Frobenius automorphism x [ x p on the
residue field. (We sometimes write F, acting as an operator on the left,
instead of _, acting as a superscript on the right.) Let R0 be the fixed ring
of _, which is complete with residue field Fp , and let ? be a generator of
the maximal ideal of R0 , which then also generates the maximal ideal of R.
The main case of interest is when R is the ring of Witt vectors of an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p, or the quotient of said ring by
the ideal generated by a power of p. The bulk of this section follows [4,
proof of Lemma 4], mutatis mutandis; significant departures are noted
where they occur.
A twist-recurrence relation is an equation of the form
d0cn+d1c_n+1+ } } } +dkc
_ k
n+k=0 \n0, (1)
where d0 , ..., dk # R are not all zero, d0 and dk are not divisible by ? and
c0 , c1 , ... is an infinite sequence of elements of R; a twist-recurrent sequence
is any sequence of the form [cn] for suitable k and d0 , ..., dk .
Before proceeding further, we note that in [4], it was not required that
d0 be nonzero, and so a twist-recurrent sequence with finitely many terms
prepended remained twist-recurrent. In this more general setting, allowing
d0 to be divisible by ? would cause technical complications not relevant to
our main task.
The basic properties of twist-recurrent sequences superficially resemble
those of ordinary linear recurrent sequences (those satisfying the same
defining equation with the _-action removed). For example, it is evident
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that the set of sequences satisfying (1) for fixed d0 , ..., dk forms an
R-module with scalar multiplication defined by
*[cn]=[*_
&ncn]
(but not under the usual scalar multiplication *[cn]=[*cn]). Moreover,
under suitable conditions, one can give a basis for this R-module in terms
of simple sequences, namely the constant sequences.
Lemma 3. Given d0 , ..., dn # R with d0 , dn 0 (mod ?), the set of solu-
tions of the equation
P(F ) z=(dnF n+dn&1F n&1+ } } } +d0) z=0
in R is a free R0 -module of rank n.
Proof. Let z (1)1 , ..., z
(1)
n # R be elements which reduce to a basis of the
Fp -vector space solutions of P(F ) z=0 in R?R. For each k # N, we wish
to exhibit z(k)1 , ..., z
(k)
n # R which reduce to a basis of the R0 ?
kR0 -module
of solutions of P(F ) z=0 in R?kR. We construct these by an inductive
argument: given the z (k)i , note that
P(F )(z (k)i +s?
k)
#P(F ) z (k)i +?k(dn s p
n
+dn&1 s p
n&1
+ } } } +d0s) (mod ?k+1).
Since R has algebraically closed residue field, there exists s # R such that
P(F )(z (k)i +s?
k)#0 (mod ?k+1); we set z (k+1)i =z
(k)
i +s?
k. The facts that
the images of the z (k)i span a free submodule of R?
k+1R over R0 ?k+1R0 ,
and that they span the solution space of P(F ) z=0 over R?k+1R, are
straightforward.
Since the sequences z(1)i , z
(2)
i , ... for i=1, ..., n are p-adically convergent,
we can take their limits, which will be free generators for the space of
solutions of P(F ) z=0 in R. K
Corollary 4. Given d0 , ..., dn with d0 , dn 0 (mod ?), let z1 , ..., zn be
an R0-basis of the set of solutions of the equation (dnF n+dn&1F n&1+ } } }
+d0) z=0. Then the set of sequences satisfying (1) is a free module of rank
n generated by the constant sequences [z1], ..., [zn].
Note that the lemma can (and in fact always will) fail if d0 is divisible
by ?; for example, the equation (F+?) z=0 has no nonzero solutions.
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Lemma 5. For d0 , ..., dk , d $0 , ..., d $l # R with d0 , d $0 0 (mod ?), consider
the twist-recurrence relations
dkc_
k
n+k+dk&1c
_ k&1
n+k&1+ } } } +d0cn =0
d $l (c$n+l)_
l
+d $l&1(c$n+l&1)_
l&1
+ } } } +d $0 c$n=0.
Then the following are true:
1. There is a twist-recurrence relation whose solutions include all
sequences of the form (cn+c$n), where (cn) satisfies the first relation and (c$n)
satisfies the second.
2. There is a twist-recurrence relation whose solutions include all
sequences of the form (cn c$n), where (cn) satisfies the first relation and (c$n)
satisfies the second.
Proof. By the corollary, the sequences (cn) and (c$n) satisfying the given
relations have the form
cn=:
i
*_ &ni z i , c$n=:
j
*_ &nj z$j ,
where the zi and z$j depend only on the di and d $j . Clearly (cn+c$n) and
(cn c$n) are also of this form, using as generators the union of the sets of zi
and z$j in the former case, and the set of products ziz$j in the latter case.
Thus it suffices to show that given a finite set of zi in R, the sequences
of the form cn= i *_
&n
i zi satisfy a twist-recurrence relation. Clearly we
may alter the set as needed to ensure that the zi are linearly independent
over R0 , and that the R0 -module they span in saturated (that is, if px lies
in the span, so does x); these conditions imply that the images of the zi in
R0 ?R0 are linearly independent over Fp . If [z1 , ..., zk] is the resulting set,
then the equation
det \
z1
b
zk
cn
z_1
z_k
c_n+1
} } }
} } }
} } }
z_k1
b
z_kk
c_kn+k+=0
is satisfied when cn=i *_
&n
i zi , and expanding this determinant along the
bottom row gives us an equation of the form d0cn+d1c_n+1+ } } } +
dk c_
k
n+k=0; all that remains to be checked is that d0 and dk are not
divisible by ?.
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Since d0=(&1)k d_k , we need only check that dk is not divisible by ?. In
fact,
z1 z_1 } } } z
_ k&1
1
dk=det \ b b +zk z_k } } } z_ k&1k
z1 z p1 } } } z
pk&1
#det \ b b +zk z pk } } } z pk&1k
#> (e1z1+ } } } +ek zk) (mod ?),
where (e1 , ..., ek) runs over a suitable set of representatives of Pk&1Fp in
Fkp&[0]. (One set that produces the correct constant factor is the set of
k-tuples (e1 , ..., ek) such that there exists at least one nonzero ei and the
last nonzero ei is equal to 1.) In particular, since z1 , ..., zk are linearly
independent mod ?, the product is nonzero modulo ?, as desired. K
Though we will not need this extra generalization, it is worth noting that
(by Galois theory) the lemma also holds over W(L) for L a perfect but not
algebraically closed field.
We conclude with a remark about twist-recurrence in the case of primary
interest in this paper, where R=Wm(K ) is the ring of Witt vectors of
length m over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p, with the
canonical Frobenius. It is natural to ask whether twist-recurrence of a
sequence of Witt vectors is related to twist-recurrence of the sequence of
k-th components for k=1, ..., m; the following lemma answers this question
affirmatively.
Lemma 6. Let [c0 , c1 , ...] be a sequence of elements of Wm(R), and let
(wk, 0 , ..., wk, m&1) be the Witt vector corresponding to ck ; that is, if [wk, i]
is the Teichmu ller lift of wi, k in Wm(R), then ck=m&1i=1 p
i[wk, i]_
& i
.
1. If [cn] is twist-recurrent, then so is [wn, i] for i=0, ..., m&1.
2. If [wn, i] is twist-recurrent for i=0, ..., m&1, then so is [cn].
Moreover, the derived twist-recurrence relations depend only on the initial
relations, and not on the particular sequences.
Proof. The key observation here is that a sequence [wn] of elements of
K is twist-recurrent if and only if the sequence [[wn]] of Teichmu ller lifts
of [wn] to Wm(K) is twist-recurrent. The ‘‘if ’’ implication is obvious. For
the ‘‘only if ’’ implication, note that in Wm(K ), [x]=t p
k
for any km and
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any t # Wm(K ) such that t#x_
&k
(mod p). Thus if we write wn=
 ji=1 *
_ &n
i zi , we may select yi # Wm(K ) such that yi #z
_ &m
i (mod p), and
then i *_
&n&m
iyi is a lift of wn . Now
[wn]=\:i *
_ &n&m
i yi +
pm
= :
e1+ } } } +ej= p
m
pm !
e1 ! } } } ej !
(*e11 } } } *
ej
j )
_ &n&m ye11 } } } y
ej
j
satisfies a twist-recurrence relation not depending on the *i .
Given the observation, the rest of the proof is straightforward. On one
hand, if the sequences of components of the Witt vectors are twist-
recurrent, so are the sequences of their Teichmu ller lifts, and the given
sequence is simply a linear combination of these. On the other hand, if the
sequence of Witt vectors is twist-recurrent, then the sequence of unit com-
ponents is as well, as is its corresponding sequence of Teichmu ller lifts.
Subtracting this sequence off and dividing by p gives a sequence of Witt
vectors over Wm&1(K ) which is twist-recurrent, and the claim follows by
induction. K
Beware that if [wn] is a twist-recurrent sequence in K, the sequence
[[wn]] of Teichmu ller lifts to W(K) may not be twist-recurrent.
4. COMPLETED ALGEBRAIC CLOSURES
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. We use the
p-adic ring W(K )[[tQ]] to explicitly construct the p-adic completion of
the algebraic closure of W(K); in so doing, we will exploit the results of
[4], though it is certainly possible to give independent derivations of the
present results.
We being with the ring W(K )[[tQ]] and its p-adic completion
W(K )[[tQ]]7, which may be described as the set of series i # Q & [0, ) ci t i
such that for each n # N, [i # Q : v(ci)n] is well-ordered. The latter ring
is isomorphic to W(K[[tQ]]); we fix the isomorphism which sends
 ci ti # W(K )[[tQ]] to  ci[t i] (where [ti] denotes the Teichmu ller lift of
ti) and use this isomorphism to identify the two rings. Since K[[tQ]] is
algebraically closed, it contains an algebraic closure of K[[t]], which we
hereafter refer to as ‘‘the’’ algebraic closure K[[t]] of K[[t]]. Likewise,
since W(K )[[ pQ]] is algebraically closed, it contains an algebraic closure
of W(K ), which we hereafter refer to as ‘‘the’’ algebraic closure W(K ) of
W(K ).
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There are a number of natural maps between the aforementioned rings,
which are summarized in the diagram below. In particular, we denote by
\ the reduction modulo p from W(K )[[tQ]] to K[[tQ]]. We denote by
? the natural projection from W(K )[[tQ]] to W(K )[[ pQ]] (from the
definition of the latter), as well as the induced map from W(K )[[tQ]]7 to
W(K )[[ pQ]]. Because that thee is not a natural induced map from
W(K )((tQ))7 to W(K )(( pQ)), because there is no natural choice for the
image of an element like i=1 p
it&2i.
Our first goal is to establish the existence of the two dotted arrows. This
relationship between K[[t]] and W(K ) appears to be well-known; it was
pointed out to the author by Robert Coleman in the context of Fontaine’s
‘‘big rings’’, and is also connected with the ‘‘corps de normes’’ construction
of Fontaine and Wintenberger [1].
Theorem 7. The map ?: W(K )[[tQ]]7  W(K )[[ pQ]] induces a
surjection of W(K[[t]]) onto W(K)7 (and so ?~ induces an isomorphism of
K[[t]](t) with W(K )( p)).
The argument relies on a lemma which assert that the roots of a polyno-
mial vary continuously with the coefficients, in a manner independent of
characteristic. The analogous statement for two polynomials over a single
DVR, in which k is not restricted, is well-known.
Lemma 8. Let P(x)=xn+a1xn&1+ } } } +an be a polynomial over K[[tG]]
and Q(x)=xn+b1 xn&1+ } } } +bn a polynomial over W(K )[[ pG]] with the
same Newton polygon. Suppose k # (0, 1] has the property that for
i=1, ..., n, ?~ (ai t&vi)#\~ (bi p&vi) (mod pk), where vi is the y-coordinate of the
point of the Newton polygon with x-coordinate i. Then for each root y of P
of slope s, there exists a root z of Q of slope s such that ?~ ( y)#\~ (z)
(mod pkm+s) (where m is the multiplicity of s in the Newton polygon), and
vice versa.
Proof. Let s1 , ..., sl be the distinct slopes of the Newton polygon and
m1 , ..., ml their multiplicities. Then we can factor P(x) as P1(x) } } } Pl (x),
where Pi (x) is the monic polynomial of degree mi whose roots are the
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roots of P which have valuation si (counting multiplicities). Similarly we
can factor Q(x) as Q1(x) } } } Ql (x). Now observe that
Pl (xt&sl)#xml+(an&ml+1 an&ml) x
ml&1+ } } } +(anan&ml) (mod t
k)
Ql (xp&sl)#xml+(bn&ml+1 bn&ml) x
ml&1+ } } } +(bnbn&ml) (mod p
k)
and so
?~ (Pl (xp&sl))#\~ (Ql (xp&sl)) (mod pk).
Moreover, PPl and QQl also obey the conditions of the lemma. Thus by
descending induction, we have ?~ (Pi (xp&si))#\~ (Qi (xp&si)) (mod pk) for
i=1, ..., l. In other words, the proof of the statement of the lemma reduces
to the case in which P and Q have only one slope, which we may assume
is 0. In this case, n=m and vi=0 for all i.
Let y # K[[tG]] be a root of P(x), and choose z # W(K )[[ pG]] such
that ?~ ( y)#\~ (z)(mod p). Let
ci =:
j
ai& j \n&i+ jj + y j
di =:
j
bi& j \n&i+ jj + z j,
so that P(x& y)= cixn&i and Q(x&z)= d ixn&i. Then clearly ?~ (c i)#
\~ (di) (mod pk). By the assumption that y is a root of P(x), we have cn #0
(mod pk). That means that the Newton polygon of Q(x&z) has at least
one slope greater than or equal to km, which is to say z is congruent to
a root of Q(x) modulo pkm, as desired. The converse implication follows by
an analogous argument. K
In order to apply Lemma 8, it will be helpful to have a plentiful supply
of elements of W(K )[[tQ]]7 whose images under \ and ? are closely
related. To be precise, we say x # W(K )[[tQ]]7 is a semiunit if it is equal
to a power of t times a unit, or equivalently, a power of t times a series
with nonzero constant coefficient.
Lemma 9. (a) For any nonzero x # K[[t]], the Teichmu ller lift y of x
is a semiunit.
(b) For any x # ?(W(K[[t]])), there exists a semiunit y # W(K[[t]])
such that ?( y)=x.
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Proof. For part (a), it suffices to write x as tk times a unit, then note
that y is the product of the Teichmu ller lifts of tk and of xtk, and that the
latter is a unit (its reciprocal being the Teichmu ller lift of tkx).
We prove (b) by induction on l=vp(x), or more precisely on wlx. If
wlx=0, which is to say l<1, we pick an arbitrary lift y of x, write
y=[\( y)]+ pv, where the brackets denote the Teichmu ller lift, and use
the lift z=[\( y)]+tv. By (a), [\( y)] is divisible by vt(\( y))=l (the
equality being evident using the isomorphism ?~ ), so z is indeed divisible
by t l.
If l1, again pick a lift y=[\( y)]+ pv of x and construct z=
[\( y)]+tv. This time, all we can conclude is that vt(\( y))1, but by
(a) this gives us that the lift is divisible by t. That means that
xp=?(zt) # ?(W(K[[t]])), so we may apply the induction hypothesis to
obtain a lift of xp which is a semiunit, and multiply that lift by t to get
a lift of x which is a semiunit. K
Proof of Theorem 7. We first establish that ?(W(K[[t]])) is algebrai-
cally closed. Let a1 , ..., an be elements of ?(W(K[[t]])); our goal is to
show that the polynomial R(x)=xn+a1 xn&1+ } } } +an has a root in
W(K[[t]]). It will suffice to exhibit a sequence ri of elements of
?(W(K[[t]])) such that
(a) ri+1 #ri (mod pin), and
(b) R(x&ri) has a slope greater than or equal to in.
By (a), this sequence will have a limit r in ?(W(K[[t]])), and by (b),
this limit will be a root of R(x).
Obviously we may start with r0=0. Given ri , let Pi (x) be a polynomial
over W(K[[t]]) whose nonzero coefficients are semiunits, and such that
?(Pi (x))=R(x&ri); the existence of such a polynomial is guaranteed
by Lemma 9. By construction, the polynomials \(Pi (x)) and ?(Pi (x))=
R(x&ri) satisfy the condition of Lemma 8. Let s be their common maxi-
mum slope, which by (b) is no less than in; then we can find roots y of
Pi (x) and z of Pi (x) of slope s such that ?~ ( yt&s)#\~ (zp&s) (mod p1n).
Since Pi (x) has coefficients in K[[t]], z also lies in K[[t]]. Now set
ri+1=r i+?([z]), where brackets denote the Teichmu ller lift. Then r i+1 #
ri (mod ps), so (a) is satisfied. Moreover, y&?([z]) is a root of
R(x&ri+1) of slope at least s+1n(i+1)n, so (b) is satisfied.
We now have that ?(W(K[[t]])) is algebraically closed, so in particular
it contains W(K )7. To establish the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show
that for any r # W(K[[t]]), ?(r) is congruent to an element u of W(K )7
modulo p: by what we have already shown, we may lift u to an element v
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of W(K[[t]]), then show that ?((r&v)p) is congruent to an element of
W(K )7, and so on, to conclude that ?(r) # W(K )7.
Since \(r) lies in K[[t]], there exists a polynomial Q(x) over K[[t]]
with \(r) as a root. Let n be the degree of the polynomial, and k an integer
such that pk>n. Then the polynomial Q1pk(x) (whose coefficients are the
pk th roots of the coefficients of Q) over K[[t1pk]] has \(r)1pk as a root.
Let P(x) be the polynomial over W(K[[t1pk]]) whose roots are the
Teichmu ller lifts of the roots of Q1pk(x); by Lemma 9, the nonzero coef-
ficients of P are semiunits, so the polynomials \(P) and ?(P) satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 8. Thus there exists a root s of ?(P) such that
\~ (s)#?~ (\(r)1p k) (mod p1n). Raising both sides of the congruence to the
pk th power, and recalling that pkn>1 by construction, we find that
\~ (s pk)=?~ (\(r))=\~ (?(r)). Therefore, s p k#?(r) (mod p), and since s is the
root of a polynomial with coefficients in n (W(K )[ p1p
n
])7, s and s pk lie
in W(K )7.
As noted above, we may now conclude that ?(W(K[[t]]))W(K )7.
Together with the reverse inclusion, established earlier, this implies that
these two sets are equal, as desired. K
The above result gives a rather nonexplicit construction of the completed
algebraic closure of W(K ). We explicate the construction in two steps, first
giving a concrete presentation of W(K[[t]]).
In order to describe this presentation, we recall some definitions from [4],
adapted slightly to accommodate our new definition of twist-recurrence.
For a, b in N, we define the set Sa, b Q as follows:
Sa, b ={1a (n&b1 p&1&b2 p&2& } } } ) : n # N,
bi # [0, ..., p&1], : bib= .
We also define Tb=S1, b & (0, 1).
For R a p-adically complete ring with Frobenius, we say a function
f : Tb  R is twist-recurrent if there exists k, l # N and d0 , ..., dk&1 # R, with
d0 not divisible by p, such that the twist-recurrence relation (1) holds for
any sequence [cn] of the form
cn =f (&b1 p&1& } } } &bj&1 p& j+1& p&n+l (bj p& j+bj+1 p& j&1+ } } } ))
(n0) (2)
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for j # N and b1 , b2 , ... # [0, ..., p&1] with  bib. (The explicit insertion
of l is required because eventually twist-recurrent sequences need not be
twist-recurrent.)
Theorem 10. The ring Wn(K[[t]]) is isomorphic to the set of x=
 xi ti # Wn(K )[[tQ]] such that the following conditions hold.
1. There exist a, b # N such that if xi 0 (mod pn), then i # Sa, b .
2. For each nonnegative integer m, the function fm : Tb  Wn(K ) given
by fm(i)=x(m+i)a is twist-recurrent.
3. The functions fm span a Wn(K )-module of finite rank (in the space
of all maps from Tb to Wn(K ) with the natural Wn(K)-module structure).
Proof. It suffices to note that the latter set is a ring (by Lemma 5), and
has residue ring K[[t]] (by [4]). K
With Theorem 10 in hand, we nos give a concrete presentation of the
completed algebraic closure of W(K ). Let R=W(K)[[ pQ]] be the p-adic
ring over W(K ) with value group Q. As noted in Section 2, each element
x of R admits a unique representation in W(K)[[tG]] of the form
 [xi] t i, where ai # K and brackets denote the Teichmu ller map. Beware
that the xi do not exhibit quite the same behavior as their counterparts in
K[[tG]]; most notably, they are not additive.
Let B denote the subset of R consisting of those x=i # Q & [0, ) [x i] ti
satisfying the following conditions for each n # N:
1. There exist a, b # N such that xi=0 for i  Sa, b _ (n, ).
2. For some (any) choice of a, b as above and for each j<n, the
function f : Tb  K given by f (i)=xj+i is twist-recurrent.
As in [4], a simplification occurs in the case k=Fp : the twist-recurrent
condition can be replaced by the simpler condition that for some M, N # N,
the sequences become periodic after M terms with period length at most N.
Theorem 11. The image of W(K[[t]]) under the quotient W(K)[[tQ]]7
 W(K )[[ pQ]] is equal to B (which thus by Theorem 7 is the p-adic com-
pletion of an algebraic closure of W(K )).
Proof. The most complicated part of the proof is showing that B is
actually a subring of W(K )[[ pQ]]. If z=x+ y then
zi=xi+ yi+ :

j=1
Pj (x i , yi , xi&1 , yi&1 , ..., xi&k , yi&k) (3)
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for certain universal polynomials Pj . Suppose that x and y lie in B; to
check that z is in B, we must verify the defining conditions of B for each
n. However, for any given n, we may replace the infinite sum over j in (3)
by a sum over jn without changing the values of zi for i<n. This
expresses zi as a polynomial in the x i&k and yi&k , and any fixed polyno-
mial in sequences satisfying given twist-recurrence relations satisfies one as
well (by repeated applications of Lemma 5). Thus z is indeed in B.
If z=xy, then
zi= :
j+k=i
:

m=0
Qm(xj , yk , x j&1 , yk&1 , ..., xj&m , yk&m) (4)
for certain universal polynomials Qm . The argument that z is in B, given
that x and y are, is similar to the argument of the previous paragraph,
except one must additionally note that as over a sequence of the form (2),
the number of terms in the outer sum of (4) is uniformly bounded. See the
analogous section of [4] for a detailed description of why this is the case.
Given that B is a ring, which evidently is p-adically complete, let R be
the image of W(K[[t]]) in W(K )[[ pQ]]. To show R=B, we need only
show RpR=BpB as subsets of W(K )[[ pQ]]( p)=K[[tQ]](t). But this
follows from the description of K[[t]] given in [4], together with
Lemma 6. K
Theorem 10 partially resolves a question of Lampert [6], who asked for
the possible order types of the support of an element of the p-adic ring
Zp[[ pQ]] which is algebraic over Zp . In fact, the theorem shows that,
writing | for the first countable ordinal, the support of an algebraic ele-
ment has order type at most || (whereas the support of a general element
of Zp[[ pQ]] may have any countable order type). This observation may
be useful for implementing the extraction of roots of polynomials over Zp
on a computer. (In this vein, it is worth reiterating an observation from
[4]: a twist-recurrent series can be specified modulo pn by a finite number
of elements of K.)
To completely resolve Lampert’s question, one would have to determine
which order types less than || are possible. The main obstruction is that
it is unclear how to identify W(K) within its completion. Indeed, such a
criterion would have to be more subtle than the criterion one obtains in the
equal characteristic case. For example, in [4] it is shown that every
algebraic series over K[[t]] is supported on Sa, b for some a, b, but this
already appears to fail over Zp for the polynomial x p& px= p. In fact, it
is entirely possible that the answer to Lampert’s question is that only finite
orders, | and || can occur.
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